
Azure Data Factory 
DataFactZ: Pioneering your data future with
Azure Data Factory on Microsoft Fabric

Introducing DataFactZ's comprehensive capabilities in Azure Data Factory (ADF) on Microsoft Fabric, tailored for enterprises seeking
to unlock the full potential of their data. Our expertise encompasses the following:

With DataFactZ as your partner, embark on a transformative data journey that drives
innovation and growth for your enterprise.

-

ADF Capabilities

ADF Implementation and Migration
Seamlessly migrate to Azure or optimize existing data workflows with our ADF pipeline design and development services.1
ADF Architecture Design
Design scalable and efficient ADF architectures to meet specific business requirements.2
ADF Monitoring and Optimization
Optimize ADF pipelines for performance, cost, and reliability.3
ADF Integration with Other Azure Services
Integrate ADF with Azure services like Data Lake Storage, SQL Database, Synapse Analytics, and Databricks for end-to-end data
solutions.

4
ADF Security and Compliance
Ensure compliance with data security and privacy regulations.5
ADF Training and Enablement
Upskill teams on ADF usage, best practices, and troubleshooting.6
ADF Best Practices and Governance
Advise on ADF best practices and establish governance frameworks.7
ADF Managed Services
Provide ongoing support, monitoring, and optimization of ADF pipelines.8
ADF Performance Tuning
Enhance data processing speed and efficiency.9
ADF Cost Management
Identify cost-saving opportunities and implement cost management strategies.10
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Our ADF Quick start program provides a structured approach to help customers quickly and effectively get started with Azure Data
Factory on Microsoft Fabric, enabling them to streamline their data integration processes and achieve their data analytics goals.

Program Detail

-

Dive deep into your data
environment to understand

your needs and goals.

Discovery and Assessment

Week 1

Day 1-2: Initial Kickoff Meeting: Meet with the client to understand their business goals, current data architecture,
and data integration needs.

Day 3-4: Data Environment Assessment: Review the client's existing data sources, formats, and volumes to
assess compatibility with ADF.

Deliverable: Data Environment Assessment Report outlining key findings and recommendations.

Collaborate to design
a tailored ADF architecture

that fits your enterprise
requirements.

Solution Design

Week 2

Day 5-6: Architecture Design Workshop: Collaborate with the client to design an ADF architecture that aligns
with their business requirements and data integration goals.

Day 7: Solution Proposal: Present a detailed proposal outlining the recommended ADF solution, including
architecture diagrams and estimated timelines.

Deliverable: ADF Solution Proposal.

Collaborate to design
a tailored ADF architecture

that fits your enterprise
requirements.

ADF Implementation

Week 3

Day 8-15: ADF Implementation Sprint: Implement the ADF solution based on the agreed-upon architecture and
design. This includes setting up linked services, datasets, pipelines, and triggers.

Day 16: Progress Review: Conduct a progress review with the client to ensure alignment with expectations and
make any necessary adjustments.

Deliverable: Implemented ADF solution with documentation.

Collaborate to design
a tailored ADF architecture

that fits your enterprise
requirements.

Testing, Deployment, and
Training

Week 4

Day 17-20: Testing and Optimization: Test the ADF solution to ensure data integrity, performance, and reliability.
Optimize as needed.

Day 21-22: Deployment Planning: Develop a deployment plan for migrating the ADF solution to the production
environment.

Day 23-24: Training Session: Conduct a training session for the client's team on ADF usage, best practices, and
maintenance.

Day 25: Final Review and Handover: Review the ADF solution with the client, address any final concerns, and
hand over all documentation and assets.

Deliverable: Deployed and tested ADF solution, deployment plan, and training documentation.

Empower your enterprise with DataFactZ - where data meets innovation.
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